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Mixed epithelial endocrine neoplasms of the colon and rectum – An evolution over time: A systematic review

Rani Kanthan, Suresh Tharmaradinam, Tehmina Asif, Shahid Ahmed, Selliah C Kanthan

BACKGROUND
Mixed tumors of the colon and rectum, composed of a combination of epithelial and endocrine elements of benign and malignant potential are rare neoplasms. These can occur anywhere in the gastrointestinal tract and are often diagnosed incidentally. Though they have been a well-documented entity in the pancreas, where the exocrine-endocrine mixed tumors have been known for a while, recognition and accurate diagnosis of these tumors in the colon and rectum, to date, remains a challenge. This is further compounded by the different terminologies that have been attributed to these lesions over the years adding to increased confusion and misclassification. Therefore, dedicated literature reviews of these lesions in the colon and rectum are inconsistent and are predominantly limited to case reports and case series of limited case numbers. Though, most of these tumors are high grade and of advanced stage, intermediate and low grade lesions of these mixed tumors are also increasingly been reported. There are no established independent consensus based guidelines for the therapeutic patient management of these unique lesions.

AIM
To provide a comprehensive targeted literature review of these complex mixed tumors in the colon and rectum that chronicles the evolution over time with summarization of historical perspectives of terminology and to further our understanding regarding their pathogenesis including genomic landscape, clinicoradiological features, pathology, treatment, prognosis, the current status of the management of the primary lesions, their recurrences and metastases.
METHODS
A comprehensive review of the published English literature was conducted using the search engines PubMed, MEDLINE and GOOGLE scholar. The following search terms ["mixed tumors colon" OR mixed endocrine/neuroendocrine tumor/lesion colon OR adenocarcinoma and endocrine/neuroendocrine tumor colon OR mixed adenocarcinoma and endocrine/neuroendocrine carcinoma colon OR Amphicrine tumors OR Collision tumors] were used. Eligibility criteria were defined and all potential relevant items, including full articles and/or abstracts were independently reviewed, assessed and agreed upon items were selected for in-depth analysis.

RESULTS
In total 237 full articles/abstracts documents were considered for eligibility of which 45 articles were illegible resulting in a total of 192 articles that were assessed for eligibility of which 139 have been selected for reference in this current review. This seminal manuscript is a one stop article that provides a detailed outlook on the evolution over time with summarization of historical perspectives, nomenclature, clinicoradiological features, pathology, treatment, prognosis and the current status of the management of both the primary lesions, their recurrences and metastases. Gaps in knowledge have also been identified and discussed. An important outcome of this manuscript is the justified proposal for a new, simple, clinically relevant, non-ambiguous terminology for these lesions to be referred to as mixed epithelial endocrine neoplasms (MEENs).

CONCLUSION
MEEN of the colon and rectum are poorly understood rare entities that encompass an extensive range of heterogeneous tumors with a wide variety of combinations leading to tumors of high, intermediate or low grade malignant potential. This proposed new revised terminology of MEEN will solve the biggest hurdle of confusion and misclassification that plagues these rare unique colorectal neoplasms thus facilitating the future design of multi institutional prospective randomized controlled clinical trials to develop and evaluate newer therapeutic strategies that are recommended for continued improved understanding and personal optimization of clinical management of these unique colorectal neoplasms.
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INTRODUCTION

Benign and malignant epithelial neoplasms of the colon and rectum are common with colorectal cancer being the second commonest cancer in Canada[1]. Mixed tumors of the colon and rectum include a broad category of neoplasms composed of the coexistence of epithelial-adenocarcinoma and non-neuroendocrine elements such as ovarian granulosa cell tumor[2] malignant lymphoma[3-5], malignant melanoma[6-9] and mesenchymal elements such as carcinosarcoma[9] and leiomyosarcoma[10]. However, the presence of a gastrointestinal tumor with a neuroendocrine and an exocrine component in the same neoplasm was first reported by Cordier[13] in 1924. Such tumors of mixed epithelial and neuroendocrine elements are infrequent and accounts for approximately 1%-2% of all colorectal malignancies in the majority of the reported literature[14,15]. Capella et al[16] however report the prevalence of colorectal adenocarcinomas with endocrine differentiation to range from 16% to 32.5%. These however include all carcinoma cells that express endocrine markers including amphicrine cancers and do not follow the current World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines of each component being represented to at least 30%[17]. The exact true incidence and prevalence of these neoplasms continues to be fraught with difficulties, mainly attributed to diagnostic limitation of biopsy samples, classification with different names due to the varied terminologies used over the years, and continued controversy regarding the validity of 30% threshold used as a discriminatory criterion for inclusion as mixed tumors[18-21].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This comprehensive literature review was conducted utilizing published reports predominantly written in the English language (at least the abstract) outlining both epithelial and endocrine/neuroendocrine tumors in the colorectal region. The majority of the research was focused between 2010 to the present with targeted review of older manuscripts as deemed useful to establish historical perspectives of continuity regarding terminology. Majority of the studies pertain to studies reporting on the colorectal region with focused excerpts from few articles on the gastroenteropancreatic tract as an entirety.

Information sources and search strategies

A comprehensive review of the published English literature was conducted using the search engines PubMed, MEDLINE and GOOGLE scholar. The following search terms (“mixed tumors colon” OR mixed endocrine/neuroendocrine tumor/neoplasm/lesion colon OR adenocarcinoma and endocrine/neuroendocrine tumor colon OR mixed adenocarcinoma and endocrine/neuroendocrine carcinoma colon OR Amphicrine tumors OR Collision tumors) were used. This was repeated for rectal tumors independently using the same search terms. The initial search was conducted in September of 2019. In addition an updated search was conducted in April 2020.

Eligibility criteria

This search was conducted independently by ST and RK. Duplicates were excluded. Selection criteria primarily included articles restricted to the colon and/or rectum with exclusion of those articles describing this tumor arising elsewhere in the gastrointestinal tract.

Collision tumors included for this study were defined as “neoplasms involving epithelial and endocrine/neuroendocrine components with intimate contact devoid of intermixture between the cell types”, therefore all collision tumors with mesenchymal or non-gastrointestinal components were excluded from detailed analysis.

Composite tumors included for this review were defined as “neoplasms with epithelial and endocrine/neuroendocrine component cell types that merge and intermingle retaining a transition between the two that can be identified”.

Amphicrine tumors included for this review were defined neoplasms with “Epithelial and endocrine/neuroendocrine component expressed within the same cell”.

Study selection

All titles of the references were initially independently screened by (ST) and (RK). Potentially relevant items, including full articles and/or abstracts were independently reviewed, assessed and agreed upon items were selected for in-depth analysis.
 Relevant secondary references were retrieved and reviewed. These selected potentially relevant items were reviewed thoroughly, including detailed analysis to determine eligibility for inclusion according to the eligibility criteria as outlined above.

**Summary of search**

In total 237 full articles/abstracts documents were considered for eligibility of which 45 articles were illegible resulting in a total of 192 articles that were assessed for eligibility of which 139 have been selected for reference in this current review and are summarized as a flow chart in Figure 1 adapted on the principles recommended by the Preferred Reporting for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses report[25].

The design of this manuscript is to review the current status of these entities with an outlook on the evolution over time with summarization of historical perspectives, nomenclature, clinicoradiological features, pathology, treatment, prognosis and the current status of the management of both the primary lesions, their recurrences and metastases. Guidelines for therapeutic strategies, patient management and the continued lack of independent consensus guidelines were also explored. An additional feature of this manuscript is the proposal for a new revised terminology for these unique tumors that encompasses all the relevant criteria and is simple, clinically relevant and free of semantic ambiguity.

**RESULTS**

**Nomenclature-An evolution over time**

Though colorectal cancer is the second commonest cancer, mixed tumors composed of epithelial and endocrine elements are rare accounting for approximately 1%-2% of all colorectal malignancies in the reported literature[26,27]. The first report recognizing the presence of a gastrointestinal tumor with a neuroendocrine and an exocrine component in the same neoplasm is attributed to Cordier[28] in 1924. Initial reports of such cases were identified by vast descriptions with several names often leading to confusion[29,30]. In 1987, Lewin recognized that carcinoid tumors included a wider histopathological spectrum of mixed glandular-endocrine composite tumors. He was the first to propose a methodical classification of “mixed” or composite tumors of glandular-endocrine cell carcinoma-dividing this entity into three broad categories of composite, collision and amphicrine tumors[31]. The literature reports for the next ten years shows a huge inconsistency in published data of these neoplasms with a wide variety of lesions being called composite/mixed tumors as there were no clear definitions of each component nor established criteria for inclusion for this designation. Capella et al[32] tried to group the different clinicopathological entities into prognostic classes to include benign, low grade, intermediate grade and high grade malignant endocrine-exocrine tumors of the gastrointestinal tract. In 2000, the WHO expanded the classification of endocrine neoplasms to include mixed exocrine-endocrine carcinomas, with definition of each component representing at least 30% of the tumor[33]. The grey zone between pure neuroendocrine and non-neuroendocrine tumors continued to be explored by Volante et al[34] with comments on the concepts and proposed classification. In 2010, mixed neoplasms from the gastroenteropancreatic tract containing neuroendocrine and exocrine component each present in at least 30% of the tumor mass and being malignant was classified as a separate entity “mixed adeno-neuroendocrine carcinomas (MANECs)” by the WHO[35]. Following this, in 2012 La Rosa updated the classification of these entities into (1) MANEC as high-grade and intermediate grade malignant tumors and (2) Mixed adenoma-well differentiated neuroendocrine tumors (MANET) as low grade malignant tumor for lesions composed of low grade neuroendocrine tumors in adenomas without neoplastic transformation. This introduced the new terminology of mixed adenoneuroendocrine tumors as a provisional category, as MANET was not specifically categorized in the 2010 WHO[29,36]. In 2016, La Rosa et al[37] additionally proposed a unifying concept of mixed neuroendocrine-non neuroendocrine neoplasms for these heterogeneous group of neoplasms and grouped them according to the grade of malignancy of each tumor component resulting in a three tiered classification of high, intermediate and low grade malignant tumors[38]. This was adopted in 2017 by the WHO with reclassification of MANEC as, mixed neuroendocrine-non neuroendocrine neoplasms (MiNEN) to include histological variants such as squamous or sarcomatoid phenotypes. The term ‘carcinoma’ was substituted by the term ‘neoplasm’ to allow for inclusion of the well-recognized low grade malignant tumors. The classification of the neuroendocrine component relies on histological grade and proliferation index into neuroendocrine
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Figure 1 Summary of article selection for the comprehensive literature review adapted on the principles recommended by the preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analysis report (PRISMA), n = number of studies.

Tumor neuroendocrine tumor NET1, NET2, NET3 and neuroendocrine carcinoma (NEC) based on morphology, mitoses and Ki67 proliferation. The WHO describes MiNEN as mostly made of a poorly differentiated NEC component, together with an adenocarcinoma component. Further it stated MiNENs composed of low grade NET component such as the MANETs are exceedingly rare. These mixed tumors can display various percentages of each component, theoretically ranging from 1%-99%. With the utilization of immunohistochemical stains. Similarly as in MANEC, current recommendations continue to state that MiNEN also must consist at least 30% of both neuroendocrine and the epithelial component. However, it is increasingly being recognized that all high grade malignant components should be reported even if it represents less than 30%. The term MiNEN has also been adopted by the French ENTS group. Very recently, the International Agency for Research on Cancer and the WHO expert consensus panel have proposed a common classification framework for all neuroendocrine neoplasms of the gastropancreatic tract and have extended the usage of the term MiNEN to all neoplasms meeting the diagnostic criteria of possible combinations between neuroendocrine and non-neuroendocrine elements for any site within the gastroenteropancreatic tract.

The non-neuroendocrine elements in MiNENs are always epithelial (glandular, squamous, mucinous and/or sarcomatoid) and do not include non-epithelial components such as lymphomas or mesenchymal components such as smooth muscle tumors as discussed earlier. In this context, we therefore propose that to be devoid of ambiguity and for simplicity and semantic accuracy, these unique mixed
Mixed epithelial endocrine neoplasms of the colon and rectum are a rare, under documented entity with unique histology and clinical behavior. The exact pathogenesis of these neoplasms remains unclear as they are often characterized by significant histological heterogeneity that preclude accurate diagnosis. Though, there are no unique identifiable risk factors, association with long standing inflammatory disease and MiNEN have been reported. The exact pathogenesis of these tumors continues to be debated and multiple hypotheses have been proposed as to the origin and development of mixed tumors. Three main theories have been proposed: (1) The first theory proposes that the epithelial and the endocrine components arise independently from distinct precursor cells in a synchronous or metachronous manner; (2) The second theory proposes that the two components are derived from a common pluripotent stem cell progenitor that acquires biphenotypic bidirectional differentiation during carcinogenesis; and (3) The third theory though similar to the second in its origin from a common monoclonal origin, believes in a stepwise process that the neuroendocrine trans/de differentiation develops from a non-neuroendocrine epithelial phenotype due to the progressive accumulation of molecular and genetic aberrations and/or stromal/tumor micro environmental changes such as field cancerization. The last two theories are gaining popularity as it is now agreed that multipotent gastrointestinal stem cells gives rise to the endocrine cells of the gastrointestinal tract, contrary to previous belief of migrating from the neural crest cells. Arguments supporting this assertion are amphicrine cells, which express both exocrine and neuroendocrine components in the same cell.

Genomic/Molecular landscape: In an effort to understand the molecular pathogenesis of these mixed tumors many reports including an extensive review of 33 retrospective studies and eight case reports indicate that the most common molecular feature were abnormalities of chromosome 5q, 11q, 17q, and 18q are shown to be significant histological heterogeneity that preclude accurate diagnosis. Though, HER2 overexpression has been reported in a rare case of mixed adenoneuroendocrine carcinoma of the gastroesophageal junction, there are no such reports in colorectal MINENs. Abnormalities of chromosome 5q, 11q, 17q, and 18q are shown to be closely related to the formation of MANEC. Presence of transcription factors (TFII, ASH1) has been reported, however this does not correlate with the patient’s prognosis and is not specific for gastrointestinal carcinomas. Specific transcription factors such as the family of basic helix-loop-helix-bHLH factors, including the human achaete-scute homologue(l-hASH1) that are known to play a pivotal role in the development and differentiation of neuronal and endocrine cells of the foregut and midgut are also found to be expressed in Neuroendocrine carcinomas. Such transcriptional molecules may be a key tool for the identification of functional NE differentiation in mixed exocrine-endocrine carcinomas. The genome wide copy number alterations of 14 MANEC and 5 NEC reveals recurrent amplification of PTGER4 and MYC genes as the pathway for neuroendocrine differentiation. Based on next generation panel and whole exome sequencing, the neuroendocrine component compared to the epithelial component usually carries a higher number of aberrations and higher allele balance, suggesting a more aggressive biology. Comparative exome sequencing of germline deoxyribonucleic acid from the two separate components of colonic MANECs identified six somatic modifications in the cancer consensus genes. Both components of the tumor (gliandular and neuroendocrine) shared somatic mutations in APC, KRAS, B-cell CLL/lymphoma 9 and Forkhead Box P1 genes. Mutations in the SMARC4 gene (SWI/SNF) related, matrix associated, actin dependent regulator of
Figure 2  This flow chart summarizes the histological timeline for the evolution of mixed neoplasms of the colon and rectum including the various terminologies adopted since its initial recognition by Cordier\cite{13} in 1924 to its current status in 2019 and the current new terminology proposed in 2020 (Kanthan et al) as detailed in Figure 3. WHO: World Health Organization; NET1: Neuroendocrine tumor 1; NET2: Neuroendocrine tumor 2; NET3: Neuroendocrine tumor 3; NEC: Neuroendocrine carcinoma; MiNEN: Mixed neuroendocrine-non-neuroendocrine neoplasms; MANEC: Mixed adeno-neuroendocrine carcinomas; MEEC: Mixed exocrine-endocrine cancer; MEEN: mixed epithelial endocrine neoplasms.
chromatin, subfamily a, member 4 was only identified in the neuroendocrine carcinoma component. The Belgian researchers believe that there is a relationship between the two components as inactivation of the SMARCA4 gene due to an underlying mutation is responsible for the transformation of the exocrine cell into the neuroendocrine phenotype or the transdifferentiation to a more aggressive phenotype\[24,43\]. KRAS mutation (G12D) is reported to be associated with large cell neuroendocrine carcinoma\[43\]. The presence of identical KRAS mutations in both components of the tumor supports a common clonal relationship between the two components which is also supported by several shared mutations in both components by exome sequencing\[43,59\]. In comparison to colorectal carcinoma BRAF mutations are more frequently seen with less KRAS mutations\[44,48\]. TP53 seems to be the cornerstone gene in the carcinogenetic process of mixed tumors. Analysis of p53 and loss of heterozygosity also point to the common cell of origin differentiation at an early stage of tumorigenesis\[45,46\]. Genetic analysis of the p53 gene mutations suggests that neuroendocrine carcinoma may have developed from a phenotypic change of adenocarcinomas cells to endocrine cells during tumor progression though the exact mechanisms of such differentiation are still unknown\[60\]. Massive genomic rearrangement “chromothripsis”, acquired as a single cellular catastrophic event resulting in altered genomic landscape with genomic remodeling and temporal emergence of cancer is proposed as one of the mechanisms of the acquisition of the neuroendocrine phenotype from the epithelial cell\[24,61\]. The mutational profile of colorectal neuroendocrine neoplasms, including MANECs, show frequent single or combined inactivation with co-mutations of APC, KRAS and TP53 genes\[50\]. Interestingly, in a case report of a collision tumor of poorly differentiated cecal adenocarcinoma with signet ring cell carcinoma and mucinous adenocarcinoma NEC was only found in the adenocarcinoma component, with no mutations of KRAS, NRAS or BRAF in either component\[47\]. Immunohistochemical studies in a case a mixed adenoneuroendocrine carcinoma of the pancreas suggests NEC as the precursor giving rise to the adenocarcinoma component, with both of them diverging from a single cancer stem cell\[62,63\]. Immunohistochemistry study of seven colorectal MANEC as part of a study of gastrointestinal MANECs by Gurzu et al\[64\] in 2019 reports that gastrointestinal MANEC is a microsatellite stable tumor with strong positivity to CD44 and no expression of maspin suggesting an origin from a CD44-positive stem like precursor cell. In depth mutational analyses by Woischke et al\[56\] supports the concept of early separation of epithelial and neuroendocrine components during malignant...
transformation followed by subsequent independent mutational evolution. Both non-neuroendocrine and neuroendocrine components display loss of heterozygosity at multiple loci and mutations in key oncogenes, (such as APC, TP53), or retinoblastoma genes, while poorly differentiated neuroendocrine carcinomas (PDNEC) component contain additional mutations. PDNEC of various origins showed cyclin-dependent kinase Inhibitor 2A/B and APC mutations. These neoplasms show increased methylation profile and prolonged survival, similar to elderly patients with sporadic colorectal adenocarcinoma and mismatch repair deficiency[49]. Aberrant gene methylation appears to be a specific epigenetic characterization of NEC/MANEC providing clues for early diagnostic markers and for tumor-specific methylation profiles[50]. The recognition of microsatellite unstable NEC and MANECs as a new clinicopathological entity that has relatively better prognosis than microsatellite stable tumors is a novel new finding with therapeutic implications. The pathway leading to MSI high NEC/MANECs is the widespread methylation induced silencing of the MLH1 gene as seen in sporadic colorectal carcinomas. This seems to occur early in the tumorigenic pathway of these mixed tumors[49]. In summary, intermediate to high grade colorectal MiNENs exhibit a genetic/molecular profile of identical copy number aberrations, similar to pure colorectal adenocarcinomas though they lack structural chromosomal alterations seen in pure colorectal NEC[15,66]. The lack of mutations in ATRX, DAXX, MEN1, and TSC2 also supports a distinctive molecular evolution for the NEC component in comparison to NET tumors[49].

In contrast to high grade mixed tumors there is limited data regarding the pathogenesis of low grade MANETs i.e., low grade endocrine tumors arising in intestinal adenomas as they are uncommon lesions. Approximately, 5% of colorectal MiNEN are low grade mixed tumors, presenting as polyps < 3 cm in diameter and being composed of tubulovillous or villous adenoma with G1-G2 NET[15]. Estrella et al[64] support evidence of alterations in adenomatous APC/beta catenin pathway in 25 mixed tumors of adenomas with low grade NET. The presence of nuclear B-catenin expression in both the adenoma and the NET components supports a clonal origin of the two components from a common multipotent stem cell[32,33]. Well differentiated NET components of MiNEN appear to harbor genetic alterations that are different from their counterparts. Adenoma/Adenocarcinoma showed loss of heterozygosity of APC, KRAS, and TP53 while the NET showed loss of heterozygosity of Von Hippel–Lindau[63]. In the study by La Rosa et al[35] on 12 cases of MANET composed of adenoma and well differentiated NET G1/G2, no KRAS, BRAF or P13KCA or MSI were identified in both tumor components[33]. This is corroborated by a similar study by Bongiovanni et al[35] that confirm no alterations are seen of KRAS, BRAF and Pik3CA genes in either tumor component of colon MANETs. This suggests that intestinal MANET may develop through a KRAS-independent pathway in contrast to sporadic colorectal adenomas[15]. However, P53 was negative in the WDNET component and focally expressed in the adenomatous one suggesting a common origin from a single progenitor cell for the two components of MANET[33]. In a rare case of rectal villous adenoma admixed with poorly differentiated NEC component hypothesize a high grade evolution of a MANET[15]. However, the lack of mutations in ATRX, DAXX, MEN1, and TSC2 supports a distinctive molecular evolution for the NEC component in comparison to NET tumors[49]. Additionally, primary high grade NEC rarely occurs in patients with FAP in contrast to neuroendocrine hyperplasia and well differentiated NET supporting the theory that the evolution of NEC is distinct from NET in these mixed tumors[33].

Amphicrine carcinomas are a unique entity with distinct biological and histological features. Though recognized as a distinct clinicopathological entity in the stomach and intestine and described in the colon as part of MINEN, dedicated studies of amphicrine carcinomas are not available in the colorectal literature[33,65]. Despite a clinicopathological and pan-cancer transcriptome analysis of 10 cases in the stomach and small intestine the genetic background of these rare tumors and their molecular relationship to adenocarcinoma/NEC remains largely unknown[33].

**Clinico-radio-pathological profile**

Benign and malignant epithelial neoplasms of the colon and rectum are common with colorectal cancer being the second commonest cancer in Canada[15]. Gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine neoplasms have been studied in detail[34,35] with few dedicated reports of endocrine/ neuroendocrine cell carcinomas of the colon and rectum[45,47]. Reviews on mixed neuroendocrine and non-neuroendocrine neoplasms of the digestive system that include colon and rectum are limited[15,42,70]. Clinico-radiological and pathological data that have been obtained from the dedicated
publications of mixed neuroendocrine and non-neuroendocrine tumors of the colon and rectum are limited due to a large body of this literature being isolated case reports or as part of a larger series[24,31,32,35,38,42,43,49,50,53,55-58,63,68].

Mixed tumors of the colon and rectum primarily affect the adult population with a mean age of 61.9 years[33]. Slightly higher values with median age of 72 years (range 41-87) are reported in a case matched study by Watanabe et al[7]. Racial predilections of MiNEN are not reported in the literature. The true incidence of these lesions may be underestimated, as some cases might have been unrecognized or inappropriately reported[18]. Although the true incidence and prevalence of MiNENs are unknown, some reports indicate an incidence of MiNENs as 0.2% of all colorectal cancers[24] while a large retrospective case matched study by Watanabe et al[7] reported a prevalence of 3.2% of MANECs[8]. In comparison to colorectal cancers, mixed tumors account for 2.4% of surgically resected colorectal neoplasms: With colonic MiNENs accounting for 14%-20% of colonic NEN and rectal MiNEN only accounting for 1%-3% of all rectal NENs[24,33]. Extrapolated data on gender in a systematic review on MiNENs by Frizziero et al[9] revealed that most gastroenteropancreatic MiNENs occurred in males 65.6% to 34.4% in females, and sub-group analysis per primary tumor site showed male gender prevalence in the colon 63.2% and in the rectum 63.1%.

Endocrine cell carcinomas of the colon and rectum usually arise in the right colon or the rectosigmoid[6,30]. MANEC can involve any part of the colorectal from the cecum to the rectum[7,32] with 78.6% involvement of colon while 21.4% presented with rectal lesions[31]. In contrast, in the Asian literature, gastrointestinal-NEN mostly occurred in the rectum[7,32]. In the colon, mixed tumor seems to be commonly occur in the rectosigmoid/sigmoid colon, and is rare in the ascending/transverse colon, cecum and ileocecal valve[10-14]. In a review of sixty one cases of colorectal MANEC by Qiu et al[21] 58% were located in the right colon, 8.1% in the transverse, 16.1% in the left colon and 16.1% in the rectum.

Location of the tumor, behaviors, type and extent of the disease dictates the presenting symptoms with great variations. There are no specific clinical presentations of mixed tumors as many present at an advanced stage with local and/or distant spread. As this is a pathological diagnosis, many a time, biopsy samples obtained are small and accurate recognition of the second component is difficult[9]. Symptoms of MANECs are nonspecific and similar to colorectal carcinomas. These include routine symptoms of a mass lesion, gastrointestinal bleeding, bowel obstruction, intussusception, or paraneoplastic syndromes[79,94]. Rarely a functioning NET component complicated by carcinoid syndrome with elevated serotonin and serum chromogranin A levels and 24-h urine 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid level has been reported[94]. Expression of appropriate or inappropriate hormonal peptides such as somatostatin, adrenocorticotropic hormone or vasoactive peptide have been reported in few cases of MANEC[24,25]. Depending on the location, increase in lactate dehydrogenase level and decrease in prothrombin time may be observed[98]. The signs and symptoms of most mixed tumors are nonspecific and often present at an advanced stage.

Although patients can present without any clinical features, in 69% of cases, patients reported pain and signs of obstruction (nausea, vomiting and abdominal bloating), stomach cramp, malaise, diarrhea and weight loss[80,81,83]. Some may present with positivity for fecal occult blood, intussusception, bleeding per rectum and/or anemia[81,90,92]. If unusual patterns of metastases are encountered, in an otherwise routine colorectal carcinoma-example-groin metastases in a rectal cancer, or distant spread to meninges orbit or thyroid gland, a mixed tumor should be suspected and in this context it would be worthwhile to reexamine the resected tumor or the biopsy material to identify the presence of the second component of the mixed tumor[97,98,99]. Occasionally, rapid progression of liver metastases following resection of the primary tumor can present with hepatic rupture[89].

Clinical examination may reveal a distended abdomen with diffuse pain and guarding, regional lymphadenopathy or a tender palpable mass may be felt[80,82]. Tumoral markers such as carcinoembryonic antigen, carbohydrate antigen 15-3 and 19.9 (CA15-3, CA19.9) can be used clinically to identify and follow up for disease progression and remission[93,95]. Serum CGA levels along with an epithelial marker may be used for the surveillance of metastatic or recurrent disease[3].

Imaging features are generally nonspecific, necessitating histopathology for confirmation of MiNENs[6,24]. Rectal magnetic resonance imaging and ultrasonography are modalities of choice for determining metastatic disease to regional lymph nodes[93]. Colonoscopy is the most reliable modality for definite diagnosis of colorectal neoplasms, although computer tomography (CT) remains as the most useful imaging method[6,79,96]. Distinguishing between MANEC and adenocarcinoma using endoscopic
imaging is difficult[89]. Although CT may be normal in some patients, positron emission tomography-computer tomography (PET-CT) usually will show 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose-avid lesion as it associates with high sensitivity and proliferation of the tumor (NEC component) and is therefore recommended when mixed epithelial/endocrine tumors are suspected or to detect metastatic disease[84,90-92]. However as its sensitivity in colorectal adenocarcinoma and neuroendocrine tumors is low (42.0% and 33%, respectively), it is therefore deemed as inapplicable in routine clinical practice: Thus evaluating the stage of MANEC using CT images, lacks efficacy[93]. It is worth mentioning however that the sensitivity is proportional to the size of the tumor[94]. CT may additionally show pneumoperitoneum, free intraperitoneal fluid, particularly around the caecum and in the pelvis[95]. Contrast enhanced CT may reveal intraluminal heterogeneous enhancing mass, irregular wall thickening and mesenteric haziness[96]. CT/MRI can also be a useful tool in identifying mass lesions, metastatic disease and obstructive findings and in demonstrating the extent of the disease, as in serosal spread and into the surrounding fatty tissue with possible metastatic in the iliac bone and liver[97]. As reported by others to date, CT remains as the first-intention method in identifying and staging MANEC as they readily identify submucosal lesions, liver metastases, lymph node metastases and osteosclerotic or mixed osteolytic-osteosclerotic metastatic lesions. Liver metastasis were the most commonly recognized element, their size may well exceed that of the primary tumor[98]. Additionally CT can also identify calcifications and stellate/speculated masses. In cases involving intussusception, a characteristic bowel within bowel appearance along with inflammatory changes in the adjacent pericolonic fat can be appreciated. MANEC should be considered as one of the differential diagnosis in adults presenting with intussusception[80,81]. Pathological diagnosis is confirmed by tissue examination obtained either by colonoscopy, laparoscopy, and sigmoidoscopy, core biopsy of metastases or by examination of resected surgical specimens.

Pathology

Most high and intermediate grade tumors are large and bulky with an average tumor size of 52.2 mm with 88.1% presenting as advanced tumors with increased depth of invasion as T3-T4 lesions[79]. The gross appearance of the neoplastic lesions are similar to colorectal adenocarcinoma[79] with a varied macroscopic appearances including polypoid or ulcerated tumor with raised edges or large fungating mass with tendency to bleed easily[99], serosal and invasion of adjacent structures[80,81], stenosing, ulceroproliferative, encircling stricture with surface epithelial atrophy and/or plaque-like with diameter variation ranging from 0.5 to 14 cm. Diffuse necrosis and constriction of the intestinal lumen are often appreciated[82,90]. Generally these tumors form a semicircular mass with deep ulceration, occupying the lumen though stenotic lesions or prominent polypoid mass occupying the lumen can also be seen[90,91]. Large tumors can occasionally cause colonic intussusception[92]. Macroscopic tumor perforation, with adherence to surrounding organs/structures and infiltration of peritoneum, pericolic fat may be observed[80]. The cut surface of the tumor often shows white tan, poorly circumscribed lesions with an infiltrating border. It is not uncommon to see focal necrosis and foci of hemorrhage. However it is important to note that there are no unique gross features to distinguish a mixed epithelial endocrine neoplasm from a pure epithelial-adenocarcinoma[79].

In contrast, the gross appearances of low grade tumors are usually of an adenomatous polyp: Tubular/villous/Tubulovillous with an incidental endocrine tumor or rarely neuroendocrine carcinoma discovered only on microscopic examination[82,83,90].

Microscopically, the two components of the mixed tumor are an epithelial and endocrine of which each component should be at least 30% according to the current WHO guidelines[72,73]. In a recent systematic review by Frizziero et al[84] the two components were present in equal proportion in 27.9 cases, whereas in the remaining 72.1% one of the components was predominant; the neuroendocrine component in 42.2% and the non-neuroendocrine component epithelial in 29.9%. The Neuroendocrine component encountered in these mixed lesions was high grade NEC or NETG3 in 4.3% and low grade component of NET1 or NET2 in 3.1%. Many recent studies question the validity of this 30% inclusion criterion as mixed tumors with a lesser percentage may still be of significant prognosis[85,86,92,93]. This is particularly so in the identification of NEC within a poorly differentiated carcinoma wherein recognition of this component has significant prognostic value as these cases will require more complex management as discussed subsequently[97]. WHO suggests, evaluating and grading each histologic component separately. The definition of MANEC includes presence of at least 30% of each components (neuroendocrine and adenocarcinoma)
and both components must be malignant. This threshold was arbitrarily initially proposed in 1987, with the hypotheses that prognosis was influenced by the predominant histological component. One must keep in mind this cut off value only applies to resected specimens after histological examination of the entire neoplasm within the specimen. We recommend like other authors that the percentage of all components of the mixed tumors be reported and all these neoplasms even with less than 30% be classified as mixed epithelial endocrine tumors. Alternative thresholds of 10% or 20% as discriminatory cut of criterion need to be explored as even the presence of small focus of NEC can be associated with aggressive behavior and metastases.

Most neuroendocrine neoplasms (NEN) in high grade cancers are PDNEC either large (82.2%) or small cell (17.8%) admixed with a non-neuroendocrine component. The neuroendocrine tumor usually adenocarcinoma NOS or mucinous/signet ring cell adenocarcinoma (92.2%), though squamous cell carcinoma (2.5%) and other variants such as adenosquamous (<1%), AFP negative hepatoid carcinoma (<1%) have also been reported. Histologically, the poorly differentiated neuroendocrine component resembles small or large cell NEC tumors. The small cell subtype has cells arranged in nests or a diffuse manner, with small amount of cytoplasm, fusiform nuclei with granular chromatin and inconspicuous nucleoli. The mitotic index is high usually between 20-80 mitotic figures/ten high-power fields. While the high grade non-small cell morphology consists of cells with abundant cytoplasm, vesicular nuclei, and prominent nucleoli. Prominent oncocytic differentiation represented by large cells with markedly eosinophilia has also been reported in a mixed tumor of the transverse colon. Amphicrine tumors are distinguished by a divergent immunophenotype in which both exocrine and neuroendocrine traits are expressed in the same cell. All neuroendocrine components are classified according to the WHO criterion-based on mitotic index and Ki-67 proliferation into well differentiated neuroendocrine tumors G1, G2 and G3 and poorly differentiated neuroendocrine carcinomas of small or large cell type as seen in Figure 2. Microscopically vascular and perineural tumor invasion associated with geographic necrosis, vascular thrombosis, infarction and ischemia may also be present in the adjacent sampled bowel.

The most important factor for improving outcome of MANEC remains early and accurate diagnosis with adequate histopathological examination to establish the presence of two components within the same neoplasm. This often requires a diligent search for morphologically different areas on the haematoxylin and eosin stained sections and liberal use of immunohistochemical markers. Immunohistochemical tests are a key cornerstone that have identified a large number of these mixed tumors ranging from adenomas or adenocarcinomas with several neuroendocrine cells to classical neuroendocrine tumors with focal exocrine/epithelial elements. Pathologists must pay attention to morphology and actively preform Immunohistochemical staining. Appropriate selections of immunohistochemical stains are essential to establishing accurate diagnosis in a timely manner. Above all, high pathological suspicion and clinical awareness is vital for the accurate diagnosis of these mixed tumors. Although small cell type neuroendocrine carcinoma can be distinguished easily from adenocarcinoma by hematoxylin-eosin staining, it is often difficult to distinguish large cell type neuroendocrine carcinoma from adenocarcinoma on hematoxylin-eosin slides leading to the danger of pathologists overlooking these entities.

Neuroendocrine portion of MANEC display high proliferative activity with an average Ki-67 labeling index of 78.0% (30%-99%) in the neuroendocrine component, while lower expression of 25% in adenocarcinoma, with positivity for synaptophysin, while the adenocarcinoma is positive for pancytokeratin AE1/AE3, cytokeratin 20 and CDX2. Two of three commonly used immunohistochemical neuroendocrine markers, chromogranin A, synaptophysin, CD56, and neuron specific enolase should be positive in the neuroendocrine portion to be deemed as MANEC. Synaptophysin and Chromogranin A are reported as the most reliable marker to identify neuroendocrine differentiation. Neuroendocrine component of amphicrine cells are additionally reported to harbor somatostatin, serotonin and glucagon. Immunohistochemical examinations have shown positivity for programmed cell death receptor ligand 1 in 5%-10% of the tumor cells with a case report of targeted immunotherapy with pembrolizumab (programmed cell death receptor ligand 1 antibody) being used in treatment of metastatic mixed adenoneuroendocrine carcinoma of the colon.

Reports of both exocrine/epithelial and endocrine components showing positivity for cyclin D1, p53, and beta-catenin are also documented. Interestingly beta-catenin showed very high positivity rate in the neuroendocrine component. MANECs positive for E-cadherin, villin, and CgA have also been reported in the literature.
Secretion of mucin can be demonstrated with periodic acid Schiff reagent\(^{[1]}\). In MANECs involved by squamous cell carcinoma, the squamous cell component can be highlighted by positivity for CK5/6 and CDX2\(^{[2]}\). Recently CD133, the marker of cancer stem cells has been reported to be positive in 64% of MANEC of digestive tract, and have been associated with tumor aggressiveness\(^{[3]}\).

Adenocarcinoma, adenoma or squamous cell carcinomas are known to arise from the mucosa, while the neuroendocrine component frequently develops from deeper layer of the colon wall. In this context, endoscopy-guided biopsies may not sample the deep seated neuroendocrine component thus potentially leading to under-diagnosis in biopsy samples prone to sampling bias\(^{[4]}\). In cases where more than one diagnostic sample was available, the suspicion or diagnosis of MiNEN was observed in 36.1%\(^{[5]}\).

Depending on the stage of the disease, the tumor may involve the entire thickness of the bowel wall or even further to involve adjacent organs. Histologically a gland forming lesion along with solid nests or sheets of tumor cells with large vesicular nuclei with prominent nucleoli may be seen\(^{[6]}\).

In the case of low grade MANETs composed of mixed glandular-carcinoid tumors, the dysplastic glandular component usually occupies the periphery of the polyp extending to involve the stalk, while the carcinoid/neuroendocrine component is usually found in the center of the polyp\(^{[7]}\). Well differentiated NET displays insular or trabecular growth pattern, with cuboidal or polygonal with uniform round nuclei with finely stippled chromatin and eosinophilic granular cytoplasm. The glandular component consists of abnormal epithelial cells with enlarged nuclei, coarse chromatin, forming irregular glands\(^{[8]}\). Rare cases of adenomatous polyposis with neuroendocrine carcinoma have been reported that progresses rapidly and often displays similar morphology to that of an advanced adenocarcinoma raising the question of high grade evolution of a MANET\(^{[9,10]}\).

Up-to-date evidence suggests that treatment should be based on the most aggressive histological component\(^{[11]}\) even if less than 30% especially in the context of NEC wherein this is the most important determinant of aggressive behavior. MANETs that consist of adenomas and well differentiated neuroendocrine tumor, although less aggressive, are still known to metastasize\(^{[12]}\). The histology of synchronous or metachronous distant metastases usually have similar histologic appearance to the primary tumor though it may be composed entirely of only one component or may represent a mixed epithelial/endocrine metastatic foci usually confirmed with the aid of ancillary immunohistochemical studies. Usually a single or predominant PDNEC is seen in 60.8% of cases with a mixed endocrine carcinoma and adenocarcinoma in 33.3% and a single predominant adenocarcinoma component in 5.9%\(^{[13]}\).

**Treatment**

Given the rarity and marked heterogeneity of these mixed tumors of the colon and rectum with varied histological phenotypes: The histogenesis, classification and management remain ill-defined. These tumors continue to present challenges, with respect to its true nature, behavior and establishment of guidelines for optimal management strategies\(^{[14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21]}\).

Many cases present in advanced stage locally, or may present with synchronous metastases. Recurrent disease also behaves aggressively, growing at an accelerated phase with metastasis to multiple sites. Although both components can metastasize, often it’s the poorly differentiated component that does\(^{[21]}\). Lymph node metastases were detected in 72% of the patients, 20% presented with distant metastases while all cases presented with lymphovascular invasion\(^{[22,23]}\). Most commonly reported distant metastatic sites were liver, paraaortic lymph node, bone and lung followed by peritoneum\(^{[4,24]}\). The histologic subtype of the primary tumor is not an accurate predictor for the pattern of metastases\(^{[25]}\). As discussed previously, unusual patterns of metastases from colorectal MEENs to brain, meninges or groin nodes can be encountered occasionally. In cases of metastatic MEENs the treatment should target the components present within the metastases, depending on their respective grades of malignancy\(^{[26]}\).

The optimal management strategy for patients with these MEEN is not defined due to their rarity\(^{[27]}\). Majority of the cases upto 92.5%, undergo surgical resection with curative intent i.e. Surgery with R0 resection with appropriate negative margins is the goal for localized with or without loco-regional nodal involvement or locally advanced disease. The surgical approach is tailored depending on the location and extent of the disease. Often surgery may be performed, targeting both the primary and metastatic lesions. Patients who present with non-metastatic disease, where surgical resection is not feasible without unacceptable morbidity, and those with metastatic disease are assessed on case by case bases for the best therapeutic approach\(^{[28]}\) with the recognition...
that surgery (performed 13.8% in the palliative setting) may not be the sole option for most patients with metastatic disease\[^9\]. In such patients, preoperative or neoadjuvant chemotherapy with or without radiation for conversion surgery for liver metastases\[^10,14\] and or surgical debulking of primary tumor and ablative therapy or chemotherapy targeting the metastatic disease is utilized\[^14\]. Increased physician awareness of the terminology and the spectrum of MiNENs/MEENs with better understanding of the prognosis, plays a vital part in optimal treatment decisions\[^9\]. Although the presentation and surgical management of MiNENs/MEENs are similar to that of pure adenocarcinomas, the recommendation is for each case to be discussed in multidisciplinary rounds, both preoperatively and postoperatively for multidisciplinary, oncologic and surgical management as soon as the diagnosis is confirmed\[^9\].

Radiotherapy in combination with chemotherapy has a place in locally advanced or node positive rectal lesions. These cases are treated with well-established preoperative protocols in a multidisciplinary tumor board setting with consensus discussion of each case. Preoperative neoadjuvant chemoradiation protocol has a special place for rectal lesions where the primary aim is to downstage large bulky tumors for a more effective oncological surgical resection in keeping with the gold standard for surgical rectal cancer management that aims to achieve surgical removal of the tumor together with all its draining lymph nodes as one intact mesorectal package in order to minimize local recurrence. There are no special protocols in place exclusive for tumors with mixed histology of epithelial and endocrine components. Pathological composition of these tumors does not alter their management\[^11\].

**Role of chemotherapy—emphasis on targeted modalities:** Almost 40% of cases of gastroenteropancreatic (GEP) NECs contain non-neuroendocrine components, including adenocarcinoma, signet ring cell carcinoma, and more rarely, squamous cell cancer with the WHO 30% cut off criterion as discussed earlier\[^17,20\]. In most MiNENs, both the neuroendocrine and non-neuroendocrine components are poorly differentiated, and the neuroendocrine component has proliferation indices in the same range as NECs, but rarely one or both components may be well differentiated.

The clinical behavior of the disease mostly depends on neuroendocrine component in high-grade neuroendocrine tumor. The adenocarcinoma component only influences the outcomes in cases where there is a well-differentiated neuroendocrine counterpart. MiNEN with well-differentiated neuroendocrine components should be treated as conventional colorectal adenocarcinomas, while MiNEN with poorly differentiated neuroendocrine component, the more common entity, should be treated as neuroendocrine carcinomas\[^11\]. Recently, the role of somatostatin analogs for low grade well differentiated tumors G1, G2 has been proposed in MANETs as expression of SSTR-5 is 81.8% and 60% in G1 tumors and G2 tumors respectively. Their role if any in PDNEC remains unexplored\[^9\].

Watanabe *et al.*\[^7\] reported that the immunohistochemical staining of metastatic lesions in 9 patients with recurrent MiNEN demonstrated a neuroendocrine carcinomatous component in 5 patients and an adenocarcinomatous component in 4 patients. These results indicate that in most patients with MiNEN, only one of the two components metastasizes and that the histology of distant metastases should be confirmed by biopsy before planning a systemic strategy for managing metastatic disease.

At present, most MiNENs are treated similarly to pure NECs, as the neuroendocrine component that is mostly poorly differentiated and high-grade, dictates prognosis\[^11,8,17,23,27\], in keeping with the origin of these mixed tumors that is thought to be a totipotent stem cell present in the submucosa that can differentiate into various cell lines\[^11,8,17,23,27\].

**Systemic treatment:** Currently, the prospective data is lacking to guide us in making treatment decisions for high-grade GEP NEC or MiNEN. If the neuroendocrine component is high-grade and poorly differentiated then current treatment suggestions are based primarily on retrospective data and extrapolation of data from small cell lung cancer (SCLC), given similarities in biologic behavior.

GEP NEC patients generally have a poor prognosis with rapid disease progression. Multimodality treatment is recommended for most patients with early stage/localized disease. These are chemotherapy-responsive neoplasms, and platinum-based chemotherapy represents the backbone of treatment for both early and advanced-stage GEP NEC\[^11\].

1. Systemic treatment for localized disease: For early stage, potentially resectable disease, surgical resection followed by four to six cycles of adjuvant systemic
treatment with a platinum drug (cisplatin/carboplatin) plus etoposide is generally used similar to the SCLC protocol.

Recommendations from the north american neuroendocrine tumor society (NANETS)[135] suggest administration of four to six cycles of adjuvant chemotherapy with a platinum drug (cisplatin/carboplatin) plus etoposide. The available data in limited stage SCLC suggest that carboplatin and cisplatin are equivalent in terms of overall survival, progression free survival, objective response rate but different toxicity profiles[136]. Carboplatin causes more grade 3–4 hematologic toxicities whereas cisplatin mainly causes neurotoxicity and renal toxicity.

Neoadjuvant chemoradiation is reasonable, if the risk of local recurrence is high, depending upon the anatomic location of the tumor (e.g. rectum). However, distant recurrences are more frequent than local recurrences. A neoadjuvant approach to treatment with chemotherapy alone followed by surgery is an option for patients with localized rectal tumor, especially if it is estimated that postoperative morbidity will be high and adjuvant treatment might be delayed[137].

(2) Systemic treatment for metastatic disease: For metastatic disease, early institution of palliative chemotherapy is necessary, given the aggressive nature of the high-grade neuroendocrine components. Standard chemotherapy consists of platinum plus etoposide[138-140].

In a retrospective study of Nordic consortium of GI NEC patients, platinum plus etoposide was prescribed to 252 patients (82/252 CR). Median survival was 11 mo in those who received palliative chemotherapy versus 1 mo in 53 (16/53 CR) patients receiving best supportive care. The response rate to first-line chemotherapy was 31% and 33% had stable disease. Those with Ki-67 < 55 % had a lower response rate (15% vs 42 %, P < 0.001) but better survival than patients with Ki-67 > 55 % (14 vs 10 mo P < 0.001). The most important negative prognostic factors for survival were poor performance status, primary colorectal tumors and elevated platelets or LDH levels[141].

Irinotecan/cisplatin doublet is an acceptable alternative initial chemotherapy regimen in patients with metastatic disease. A multicenter Japanese retrospective study of gastrointestinal NEC[142] demonstrated the benefit of irinotecan plus cisplatin (IP) over etoposide plus (EP) cisplatin. Of 258 patients, (31/258 were colorectal, CR) 160/258 (62%) received IP and 46/258 (18%) EP and 37/258 (14%) received 5 fluorouracil based FOLFOX/S-1. Of note, 15/31 of colorectal patient has received IP 160/258 (62%) received IP and 46/258 (18%) EP and 37/258 (14%) received 5FU based chemotherapy. Response rates were 50% for IP and 28% for EP and median overall survival was 13.0 and 7.3 mo for IP and EP respectively. The optimal duration of treatment is not established. Usually 4-6 cycles of therapy are administered, but with a continuous response and minimal toxicities, continuation of chemotherapy to at least maximal response is appropriate.

Extrapolating data from small cell lung cancer literature, those with platinum-sensitive disease may be re-challenged with a platinum and etoposide combination if relapse occurs at least three to six months after discontinuation of first-line treatment. In the Nordic study retreatment with the same regimen yielded a response rate of 15%, with another 27% achieving stable disease[143]. These tumors are usually responsive to chemotherapy but the duration of response is usually short and the relapse rate is very high.

There is minimal data on survival benefit of second-line therapy and to our knowledge no study has compared active chemotherapy to best supportive care. Currently for high-grade mixed currently there is no standard regimen has been established. Second-line treatment options include temozolomide, 5 FU, irinotecan/oxaliplatin based treatment[144-147], or topotecan[148].

Temozolomide is commonly used in the second-line setting. Temozolomide was given with or without capecitabine and bevazucimab as second-line treatment after cisplatin-based chemotherapy in a cohort of 25 patients with GEP NEC[149]. The response rate was 33%, another 9 patients had stable disease, and median overall survival was 22 mo from time of diagnosis.

Another study of temozolomide monotherapy in 28 patients with NEC, there were no responses and median survival was just 3.5 mo[150]. It was noted that patients with Ki-67 < 50% did better than those with Ki-67 > 50% (median survival 10.9 vs 2.7 mo) suggesting temozolomide-based chemotherapy may be more effective in patients with Ki-67 indices in the 20%-55% range and platinum-refractory disease.

Evidence available so far with single agent immune checkpoint inhibitors targeting programmed cell death 1 (PD-1) has shown very low response rates[151-153].

A prospective, open level, multicenter, PhaseII basket trial of dual immune checkpoint blockade using ipilimumab (an inhibitor of cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4 (CTLA-4) (1 mg/kg IV Q 6 wk) plus nivolumab (a PD-1 inhibitor)
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Most important prognostic factor is reported as the overall Ki67 profiling index in both lack of staining for chromogranin and intense staining for somatostatin analogs, depending on the KRAS status, a molecular predictor, the emerging with promise of targeted therapies. In this context, in addition to somatostatin analogs, embolization of liver secondaries and radionuclide therapy are some of the therapeutic modalities used in MANEC with surgery being the primary first line of therapy. Though multimodal treatment has better treatment outcomes; yet, the optimal strategy for such patients with primary colorectal disease still remains unclear.

Prognosis

In studies that have investigated the prognosis of MiNENs/MEENs in comparison to other neoplasm it is well recognized that patients with MiNENs/MEENs diagnosis carry a worse prognosis than patients with pure well differentiated NET1, NET2. There is however, continued controversy whether MiNENs/MEENs have a better or worse prognosis than pure NEC. The biological behavior of MiNENs/MEENs is predominantly driven by the endocrine component, which in more than 90% of cases is poorly differentiated and once metastasized, high grade neuroendocrine carcinoma carries a very poor prognosis with no definitive curative treatment options. Compared to survival rate of patients with adenocarcinoma, survival rate of MANEC patients is substantially worse. However, it is reported that the MANEC version of colonic NEC seems to be less aggressive with a better prognosis that pure colorectal NEC. Overall the prognosis of MANEC remains poor with a median survival of 7-18 mo from initial diagnosis, largely influenced by disease stage and tumor type. Better survival was registered in patients with loco-regional disease compared with those with distant metastases. In another study patients with colorectal MANECs and pure NECs, showed similar survival. An Italian multicenter study on 51 patients with a diagnosis of advanced MANECs of the gastroenteropancreatic tract concluded that the prognoses of these neoplasms are mostly driven by the NEC component regardless of treatments. Most MANECs with a NET component particularly in the large bowel presented as advanced disease, with deep wall invasion, lymph node and distant metastases. However, recent recognition of microsatellite unstable MANECs with a better prognosis to pure colorectal NEC is emerging as a unique clinicopathological subset of MANECs. Thus the prognosis of patients with MANECs consisting of NEC component needs to be better defined. Multiple factors contribute to the overall prognosis, led by the type of tumor size, histology, degree of differentiation followed by extent of disease. The endocrine component is known for rapid progression with diagnosis in an advanced stage, leading to the poor survival rates as it appears to be the driver of the clinical course of the disease. Most studies have led to the conclusion that the degree of component differentiation influences the prognosis greater than the volume of tumor occupied. Slowly, yet surely, understanding the molecular mutations harboring prognostic significances are emerging with promise of targeted therapies. In this context, in addition to somatostatin analogs, depending on the KRAS status, a molecular predictor, the efficacy of anti-EGFR drugs in mixed tumors unlike colorectal adenocarcinomas is still unknown. Five year disease free survival and 5 year overall survival were significantly lower in the MANEC cases compared to those diagnosed with adenocarcinoma (60.5% vs 76.2% and 69% vs 82%, respectively). Specific prognostic factors or parameters are not reported in the literature concerning survival of MANEC patients. However, MANECs with vascular invasion and CD117 expression in colorectal locations are reported as independent prognostic factors, correlating with shorter survival. Conversely, large cell type, lymphatic involvement around the tumor, CD117 (-), absence of vascular invasion, and unstable microsatellite owing to methylation have shown to improve prognoses. In cases of MiNENs/MEENs no long-term survivors have been reported in stage IV disease with median progression-free survival reported at 4.5 mo while median overall survival was 9.5 mo and no patients survived beyond 17 mo. Higher volume of high grade neuroendocrine component (> 50%) is of the total volume of tumor is shown to be an independent poor prognostic indicator exhibiting worse survival rates. Adverse outcome correlated with lack of staining for chromogranin and intense staining for somatostatin. Overall, the most important prognostic factor is reported as the overall Ki67 profiling index in both colorectal locations are reported as independent prognostic factors, correlating with shorter survival. Conversely, large cell type, lymphatic involvement around the tumor, CD117 (-), absence of vascular invasion, and unstable microsatellite owing to methylation have shown to improve prognoses. In cases of MiNENs/MEENs no long-term survivors have been reported in stage IV disease with median progression-free survival reported at 4.5 mo while median overall survival was 9.5 mo and no patients survived beyond 17 mo. Higher volume of high grade neuroendocrine component (> 50%) is of the total volume of tumor is shown to be an independent poor prognostic indicator exhibiting worse survival rates. Adverse outcome correlated with lack of staining for chromogranin and intense staining for somatostatin. Overall, the most important prognostic factor is reported as the overall Ki67 profiling index in both
components[24]. The prognosis of intermediate grade MiNENs/MEENs is generally determined by the epithelial/non-neuroendocrine/component, while in contrast should a more aggressive neuroendocrine component such as poorly differentiated neuroendocrine carcinomas be present, this would automatically default as the dominant prognostic predictor. It should be noted however, that, both components can metastasize in a poor unpredictable fashion[15]. True low grade MiNENs/MEENs mixed tumors composed of adenoma with well differentiated low grade neuroendocrine tumors are however associated with a relatively good prognosis and behaves as an indolent disease[33].

Gaps in knowledge

Continued research to outline the pathogenic pathways are yet to be identified, including recognizing the critical carcinogenic “turning point” of this mixed neoplasm in the colon and rectum and answers to the? Why or? How two different neoplastic cells, with different phenotype and different behaviors coexist as one neoplasm. More accessible genomic materials such as circulating tumor cells or deoxyribonucleic acid deoxyribonucleic acid acid may prove useful in the future. Such liquid biopsies with genomic profiling of tumor may shed light to the complex genomic landscape of MiNENs/MEENs. Knowledge of unique molecular signatures may serve as the stepping stone to the development of targeted therapeutic options and may facilitate detection of precancerous and early stage lesions which is central to improving patient prognosis. Thus important questions remain that have not yet been addressed by research.

Another area of continued debate is the WHO discriminatory criterion cut off 30% rule for each component for inclusion as a mixed tumor. Most studies have led to the conclusion that it is the degree of component differentiation that influences the prognosis rather than the percentage volume of tumor occupied in the neoplasm. We strongly recommend that there should be continued reporting of any second component especially with poorly differentiated histology or evidence of invasion, regardless of its percentage volume. Further exploration of the minimum percentage of each neoplastic component and their prognostic impact must be revisited.

Finally, recommendations regarding best management strategies for patients with these complex tumors of mixed components are difficult to formulate due to the lack of evidence based guidelines. Clinicopathological risk factors regarding metastatic disease to lymph nodes and distant disease are yet to be explored in detail. The reasons underlying the presence of only one component in the most distant metastases need to be explored. Information regarding synchronous, metachronous metastases, local recurrence, metastases to unusual sites, development of new rapidly growing metastatic lesions while on treatment in otherwise stable disease are stories that needs to be retold and revisited for a deeper understanding of the true biology of this disease.

CONCLUSION

MEEN of the colon and rectum are poorly understood rare entities that encompass an extensive range of heterogeneous tumors with a wide variety of combinations leading to tumors of high, intermediate or low grade malignant potential. Morphologically, the two components may present as composite mixed, collision or as amphicrine tumors. Unfortunately, those most commonly encountered in clinical practice are high grade tumors with an epithelial carcinomatous component admixed with a poorly differentiated NEC carrying a poor prognosis. These tumors continue to present great histopathological diagnostic challenges on limited biopsy material as in upto one third of the cases only one of the tumor components is identified. Although published cases of these entities are limited, careful dedicated pathological examination of bulky, or locally advanced, poorly differentiated tumors may reveal the true prevalence of this neoplasm. Continued vigilance with methodical detailed examination of the definitive resected specimen with ancillary immunohistochemical studies is required for accurate diagnosis. It is postulated that most pure endocrine cell carcinomas of colon and rectum if examined thoroughly will be associated with a carcinomatous element thus being a MANECs. Variations in morphological characteristics and degrees of cellular differentiation significantly influence the evolution of these cases. Clinical vigilance and histological identification of such tumors is the cornerstone in determining appropriate treatment strategies for these complex lesions. Continued molecular and genetic analysis is crucial for understanding the genetic drivers of this
neoplasm as potential for future targeted therapy. Acknowledging, the vital role of the endocrine component in dictating the clinical behavior of this tumor, has led to continued exploration for the use of somatostatin receptors scintigraphy for the diagnosis and follow-up of MANECs. Early referral to a high-volume center with potential multidisciplinary expertise in pathological diagnosis with surgical and medical oncologist multidisciplinary teams in the management of these tumors is an important step in the expectation of improved overall outcomes. Steps to increase clinical and pathological awareness of these rare and complex entities is a key step to better optimize treatment options and lead to the establishment of evidence based guidelines for management.

We strongly recommend a multicentric approach with multi institutional collaborative trials of treatment protocols including novel multimodality approach of surgery, chemotherapy, radiotherapy (rectal lesions) and potentially evolving systemic therapy with targeted antineoplastic pharmacological interventions for these unique rare lesions.

### ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS

#### Research background

Mixed tumors of the colon and rectum, composed of a combination of epithelial and endocrine elements of benign and malignant potential are rare neoplasms. These can occur anywhere in the gastrointestinal tract and are often diagnosed incidentally. Though they have been a well-documented entity in the pancreas, recognition and accurate diagnosis of these tumors in the colon and rectum, to date, remains a challenge. This is further compounded by the different terminologies that have been attributed to these lesions over the years adding to increased confusion and misclassification. Therefore, dedicated literature reviews of these lesions in the colon and rectum are inconsistent and are predominantly limited to case reports and case series of limited case numbers.

Though, most of these tumors are high grade and of advanced stage, intermediate and low grade lesions of these mixed tumors are also increasingly been reported. Currently therefore, there are no established independent consensus based guidelines for the therapeutic patient management of these unique lesions: However, as most lesions of clinical significance typically present as high grade, and at an advanced stage, they are usually treated by default as high stage adenocarcinomas of the colon and rectum; though additional specialized targeted therapies for the endocrine elements are emerging with improved understanding.

This manuscript provides a targeted comprehensive literature review of such mixed tumors in the colon and rectum that chronicles the evolution over time with summarization of historical perspectives of terminology and advocates a rationale for the proposal for a new, simple, clinically relevant, non-ambiguous terminology for these lesions to be referred to as mixed epithelial endocrine neoplasms. Discussion of the pathogenesis including genomic landscape, clinicoradiological features, pathology, treatment, prognosis, the current status of the management of the primary lesions, their recurrences and metastases in the context of evidence provides a comprehensive up to date review of these unique colorectal neoplasms.

#### Research motivation

The key topic of interest is to unravel the varied terminologies that have been attached to these neoplasms ever since its first recognition in 1924 to its current state of World Health Organization 2019. Unfortunately, due to the different terminologies used there is continued lack of clarity and misclassification of these lesions. Therefore, dedicated literature reviews of these lesions in the colon and rectum are inconsistent and are predominantly limited to case reports and case series of limited case numbers.

The detailed review with understanding has resulted in the new proposed terminology that is simple, clinically relevant, non-ambiguous and free of semantic error. Acceptance and utilization of this terminology will facilitate study of identical tumors in larger numbers for improved understanding on their pathogenesis resulting in finding better targeted treatment options and for accurate evaluation of predictive and prognostic factors of these rare and unusual neoplasms.

#### Research objectives

The main objective of this study was to conduct a targeted review of these complex,
rare colorectal neoplasms to further our understanding regarding their pathogenesis, genomic landscape, clinico-radio-pathological features, treatment and prognosis and realize the gaps in our knowledge. Additionally getting the terminology right for these tumors will facilitate future studies of well-designed multi institutional prospective randomized controlled clinical trials to develop and evaluate newer therapeutic strategies for continued improved understanding and personal optimization of clinical management of these rare types of colorectal neoplasms.

Research methods
A comprehensive review of the published English literature was conducted using the search engines PubMed, MEDLINE and GOOGLE scholar. The following search terms ("mixed tumors colon" OR mixed endocrine/neuroendocrine tumor/neoplasm/lesion colon OR adenocarcinoma and endocrine/neuroendocrine tumor colon OR mixed adenocarcinoma and endocrine/neuroendocrine carcinoma colon OR Amphicrine tumors OR Collision tumors) were used. This was repeated for rectal tumors independently using the same search terms. The initial search was conducted in September of 2019. In addition an updated search was conducted in April 2020. Eligibility criteria were defined and all potential relevant items, including full articles and/or abstracts were independently reviewed, assessed and agreed upon items were selected for in-depth analysis. Relevant secondary references were retrieved and reviewed by two of the authors.

Research results
In total 237 full articles/abstracts documents were considered for eligibility of which 45 articles were illegible resulting in a total of 192 articles that were assessed for eligibility of which 139 have been selected for reference in this current review. Therefore this seminal manuscript is a one stop article that provides a detailed outlook on the evolution over time with summarization of historical perspectives, nomenclature, clinicoradiological features, pathology, treatment, prognosis and the current status of the management of both the primary lesions, their recurrences and metastases. Guidelines for therapeutic strategies, patient management and the continued lack of independent consensus guidelines were also explored. An additional feature of this manuscript is the proposal for a new revised terminology for these unique tumors that encompasses all the relevant criteria and is simple, clinically relevant and free of semantic ambiguity. This will solve the biggest hurdle of confusion and misclassification that plagues these rare unique colorectal neoplasms.

Research conclusions
The unique outcome of this targeted review is the proposal for a new revised terminology for these unique tumors that encompasses all the relevant criteria and is simple, clinically relevant and free of semantic ambiguity.

One of the new theories proposed is to report the two components of these tumors—epithelial and endocrine irrespective of their percentages and on their clinical relevance as high grade, intermediate grade and low grade neoplasms.

This manuscript has reviewed the current status of these entities providing a detailed outlook on the evolution over time with summarization of historical perspectives, nomenclature, clinicoradiological features, pathology, treatment, prognosis and the current status of the management of both the primary lesions, their recurrences and metastases. Guidelines for therapeutic strategies, patient management and the continued lack of independent consensus guidelines were also explored. An additional feature of this manuscript is the proposal for a new revised terminology for these unique tumors that encompasses all the relevant criteria and is simple, clinically relevant and free of semantic ambiguity.

Gaps in knowledge that have been identified are threefold that include (1) the pathogenetic pathway are yet to be identified including recognition of the critical carcinogenic “turning point” of this mixed neoplasm in the colon and rectum and answers to the? Why or? How two different neoplastic cells, with different phenotype and different behaviors coexist as one neoplasm. More accessible genomic materials such as circulating tumor cells or deoxyribonucleic acid may prove useful in the future. Such liquid biopsies with genomic profiling of tumor may shed light to the complex genomic landscape of MiNENs/MEENs. Knowledge of unique molecular signatures may serve as the stepping stone to the development of targeted therapeutic options and may facilitate detection of precancerous and early stage lesions which is central to improving patient prognosis. Thus important questions remain that have not yet been addressed by research.
(2) Another area of continued debate is the World Health Organization discriminatory criterion cut off 30% rule for each component for inclusion as a mixed tumor. Most studies have led to the conclusion that it is the degree of component differentiation that influences the prognosis rather than the percentage volume of tumor occupied in the neoplasm. We strongly recommend that there should be continued reporting of any second component especially with poorly differentiated histology or evidence of invasion, regardless of its percentage volume. Further exploration of the minimum percentage of each neoplastic component and their prognostic impact must be revisited.

(3) Finally, recommendations regarding best management strategies for patients with these complex tumors of mixed components are difficult to formulate due to the lack of evidence based guidelines. Clinicopathological risk factors regarding metastatic disease to lymph nodes and distant disease are yet to be explored in detail. The reasons underlying the presence of only one component in the most distant metastases need to be explored. Information regarding synchronous, metachronous metastases, local recurrence, metastases to unusual sites, development of new rapidly growing metastatic lesions while on treatment in otherwise stable disease are stories that needs to be retold and revisited for a deeper understanding of the true biology of this disease.

**Research perspectives**

MEEN of the colon and rectum are poorly understood rare entities that encompass an extensive range of heterogeneous tumors with a wide variety of combinations leading to tumors of high, intermediate or low grade malignant potential. Morphologically, the two components may present as composite mixed, collision or as amphicrine tumors. Unfortunately, those most commonly encountered in clinical practice are high grade tumors with an epithelial carcinomatous component admixed with a poorly differentiated neuroendocrine component (MANEC) carrying a poor prognosis. These tumors continue to present great histopathological diagnostic challenges on limited biopsy material as in upto one third of the cases only one of the tumor components is identified. Although published cases of these entities are limited, careful dedicated pathological examination of bulky, or locally advanced, poorly differentiated tumors may reveal the true prevalence of this neoplasm. Continued vigilance with methodical detailed examination of the definitive resected specimen with ancillary immunohistochemical studies is required for accurate diagnosis. It is postulated that most pure endocrine cell carcinomas of colon and rectum if examined thoroughly will be associated with a carcinomatous element thus being a MANEC. Variations in morphological characteristics and degrees of cellular differentiation significantly influence the evolution of these cases. Clinical vigilance and histological identification of such tumors is the cornerstone in determining appropriate treatment strategies for these complex lesions. Continued molecular and genetic analysis is crucial for understanding the genetic drivers of this neoplasm as potential for future targeted therapy. Acknowledging, the vital role of the endocrine component in dictating the clinical behavior of this tumor, has led to continued exploration for the use of somatostatin receptors scintigraphy for the diagnosis and follow-up of MANECs. Early referral to a high-volume center with potential multidisciplinary expertise in pathological diagnosis with surgical and medical oncologist multidisciplinary teams in the management of these tumors is an important step in the expectation of improved overall outcomes. Steps to increase clinical and pathological awareness of these rare and complex entities is a key step to better optimize treatment options and lead to the establishment of evidence based guidelines for management. We strongly recommend a multicentric approach with multi institutional collaborative trials of treatment protocols including novel multimodality approach of surgery, chemotherapy, radiotherapy [rectal lesions] and potentially evolving systemic therapy with targeted antineoplastic pharmacological interventions for these unique rare lesions.
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